
»My father once told me that my world is like a black and whi-
te image, but I guess my heart has found its own colors.«
Photographer Anni Hanén began her Just Small Hiccups story
after she moved back to her childhood home with her own fa-
mily. She photographed the feelings that arose in the house full
of memories, with its garden and the nearby forest. This photo-
graphic story is a poem, made from a deeply personal point of
view, however portraying the universal feelings to understand
life. With the pictures and texts, it addresses growing up, how
we see ourselves and each other in a family.
Anni Hanén (b. 1981) lives and works in Helsinki, Finland. The re-
flections of her own childhood combined with her child’s view
create a visual dialog between mother and son, past and pre-
sent. This language they create together expresses emotions, re-
membrance and memories. She has participated in solo and
group exhibitions since 2004 and has received various grants. 
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Please note:
These photographs have been copyright cleared for world-
wide print and electronic reproduction in the context
of reviews of the books only. No more than THREE photo-
graphs plus the cover image from the selection can be used
in total – they are not to be used on the cover or cropped.



1 Evening Star
© Anni Hanén 

2 Castle
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3 There´s Still Time 
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4 Beside
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5 Guest 
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6 Where The Blue Ends
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7 Colour
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9 Wondering Promises
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10 You Me In You
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8 Indelible 
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